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I. Choose the correct answer from the given alternatives and write the letter of
your choice on the space Provided. (1 point each)
____1) What is the digit in the hundreds place of 734?
a) 3

b) 4

c) 7

____2) The quotient of 18 and 6 is_______.
a)

3

b) 5

c) 18

____3) Which one of the following is the greatest number?
a) 390

b) 319

c) 309

____4) The numeric form of “Two hundred forty two” is______.
a) 241

b) 214

c) 242

____5) In the statement; “12÷4=3”, which number is the quotient?
a) 3

b) 12

c) 4

____6) The standard form of “600 + 50 + 7” is_______
a) 657

b) 667

c) 750

____7) How many zeros are there in hundred?
a) 2
____8)

c) 3

I am also called “repeated subtraction “who am I?______________
a)

II.

b) 1

Multiplication

b) Division

c) Addition

Divide the following numbers and find the quotient.(1 point each)
a) 27 ÷ 3 =________
b) 40 ÷ 10 = _______
c) 35 ÷ 5 =________
d) 18 ÷ 3 = ________
e) 16 ÷ 4 = ________
f) 42 ÷ 6 = _______
g) 25 ÷ 5 =________

III. Match the answer under column “B” to their correct number name under
column”A”.(2 points each)
“A”

“B”

____1) Two hundred Thirty

A. 728

____2) Four hundred sixty eight

B. 509

____3) Three hundred twelve

C. 230

____4) Seven hundred twenty eight

D. 468

____5) Five hundred nine

E. 312

IV. Write each number to the correct expanded form.(1 point each)
1. 438=_____+_______+_______
2. 275=_____+_______+_______
3. 715= _____+______+________
4. 329= _____+_____+________
5. 195= _____+_____+________
V.

Use the data from the tally chart.Then answer the following questions.(2
points each)

Favorite Flower
Flower

Tally

Total

Rose

|||| |||| |||

13

Adeiababa

|||| ||||

9

Sunflower

||||

4

Daisie

|||| |||| ||

12

1. Which flower got the fewest votes?______
2. Which flower got the most votes?_______
3. How many students voted in all?________
4. What is the title of the tally chart?_______
5. How many kinds of flower are shown in the tally chart?________
Parents/Guardians signature__________________________
A.
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